
 

Viewport 
 

 

Basic Information 
 

Engine/Programming Language: 
 

Unity. It will greatly simplify the programming and level design process. It handles camera movement 

very nicely, and manages almost all of the physics and collisions straight out of the box. Some 

tweaking of the exact physics settings may be necessary, but Unity makes that very easy, and it will be 

far simpler than using many other existing programs or libraries. 

 

Project Length: 

 

8 Weeks 

 

Game Summary:  
 

Viewport is a fast paced, top-down, local multiplayer game. Each player takes control of a sphere, and 

rolls around an arena, running into their friends, grabbing pickups, and fighting for control of the 

camera object. When a player is holding the camera object, the viewport will follow them. If another 

player leaves (or is knocked out of) the viewport, they die. The last one standing wins.  

 

Gameplay: 
 

The game is a top-down, local multiplayer game designed for two to four players. Each player controls 

a sphere that can roll around the arena. The game’s viewport follows an object (the camera object) 

which can be picked up by the players, and carried around. Only one player can hold the camera at a 

time. If a player exits the view, they die. With each player’s death, the view shrinks slightly, making the 

game grow even more perilous as the final few players near the end of a match. The goal is to be the 

last player standing. 

 

When players ram into each other, they bounce around similarly to billiard balls. Players normally 

move with a (relatively fast) default speed, but can, if they so choose, press a button to accelerate. As 

you move faster, you will be able to push players with more force, but it becomes harder to maneuver. 

If a player (player 1, for example) runs into the player holding the camera (say, player 2), the camera 

will transfer from player 2 to player 1. In this way, it becomes a fast paced game of trying to out-

maneuver your friends: avoiding their attempts to push you off screen whilst trying to push them out. 

You’re constantly attempting to ram the person with the camera, and trying to keep ahold of the camera 

once you have it.  

 

Before players begin, they must each select a sphere color and agree upon an arena. At a minimum, 

each arena has a different size and layout of walls and pickups. Time permitting, they could have 

different artistic styles as well. There will be a number of different pickup types; one could temporarily 

shrink the view, one could grow it, one may be a temporary speed boost for a player, and one may slow 

down the player holding the camera, etc... Players can grab these pickups simply by rolling into them. 

 



 

Original Concept:  
 

Dealing with viewport management in multiplayer game is annoying, let’s make a game about it. 

 

Core Aesthetics: 

 

Competition – The pleasure of knocking your friends out of the game and enjoying your subsequent, 

unquestionable social dominance. 

 

Team Composition: 
 

- 2-3 Programmers 

o Programming is fairly light on this project, mainly focused on developing collision and 

movement physics that feel “right.” 

- 4-5 Level Designers 

o Design Arenas 

- 1-2 Artists 

o Arena, Sphere, and Menu Artwork 

- 1-2 Composers/Sound Designers 

o Main Menu & Arena background music 

o Sound effects needed for various collisions, grabbing the camera, and getting a pickup 

 

Team Organization: 

 

Weekly team meetings, each of which will last ~3 hrs, schedules permitting. Each meeting begins with 

a sort of scrum standup, after which we will break into sections (programmers, designers, and artists) 

and get to work on respective tasks.  



 

Game Design 

 

Game Interface Sections: 

 

- Main Menu Scene 

o Play Game 

 Game Setup 

 Number of Players Select Screen 

 Sphere Selection Screen 

 Arena Selection Scene 

 Arena Scene 

 End Match Scene 

o Credits 

 Credits Scene 

o Quit 

 

Players: 

 

Multilateral Competition 

 

Objectives: 

 

Defeat your friends in the arena and be the last player standing. 

If time allows for a tournament mode, rank the best out of a certain number of games. 

 

Procedures: 

 

Viewport is designed for controller input. 

- Left Joystick: Normal Move 

- A + Left Joystick: Accelerate Move (the longer the player holds the triggers, the faster they will 

move). 

 

Rules: 

 

- The faster a player rolls, the harder it is to change direction. 

- Collisions use simulated physics to function in a semi-realistic fashion, designed to feel like billiard 

balls colliding. 

- All players have the same mass (unless a pickup changes someone’s mass) 

- If a player moves while holding A, they will accelerate up to some very high maximum speed. 

- When the player releases A, their speed will gradually return to normal. 

- The game’s view follows the camera object (or the player holding it). 

- A player can roll into the camera object to pick it up. 

- A player can roll into a pickup to pick it up. 

- If the player holding the camera is hit by another player, the camera is transferred from the former 

player to the latter. 

- Pickups respawn after a certain amount of time 

- At the end, players are ranked using the reverse order in which they were killed (first place was 

never killed; last place was killed first, etc…) 



 

Resources:  
 

- Pickups 

- The Camera 

 

Win Conditions/Outcomes: 
 

- Outcome: Ranking Table 

o Ranking based on the order in which players are defeated 

o First place: Not defeated 

o Last place: First defeated 

- Goal: First Place 

o Only player not defeated (i.e. last player standing) 

 

Game Mechanics: 

 

- Camera Mechanic 

o There is a camera object which begins on the floor in the arena. 

o If a player rolls into the camera object, they will pick it up 

o The viewport follows the camera (and, consequently, the player holding the camera) 

o If a player without the camera collides into the player with the camera, the camera will be 

transferred over to the first player. 

 There will be a brief period after a player grabs the camera (approximately half a 

second) during which time the camera cannot be taken from that player. This is done 

to prevent issues wherein a collision may take more than one frame to resolve, or 

multiple, rapid collisions may confuse the players. 

- Viewport Death Mechanic 

o The arenas are substantially larger than the viewport. 

o The viewport follows the camera object (or the player holding it). 

o If a player somehow exits the view, they are defeated. 

 

Key Challenges: 

 

We will face a two key challenges. 

- Controls and physics that feel “right.” 

o Creating controls that allow for fast paced action, but still feel like rolling a ball around will 

be difficult. It is also important to make sure collisions feel correct and intuitive. 

o To do this, we have to design a movement script with a few easily adjustable values, 

allowing us to experiment quickly and easily. Then we have to playtest. Lots and lots of 

playtesting. 

- Level Design 

o Making a fun, diverse set arenas. Avoiding stagnation while maintaining a sense of 

consistency throughout the game. 

o We should be willing to experiment and try new things, while making sure all designers 

remain in communication. Most importantly, each level should be thoroughly playtested.  

 

Extension: 



 

 

- More arenas 

- More pickups 

- Different Artistic Styles for Each Arena 

- Tournament Mode 

o Runs through multiple arena battles, adding together player rankings for each match. In the 

end, a score table is displayed with the ranks. Think: Mario Kart racing cups. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Game Asset Requirements 
Programming: 

 

Programming within Unity will be done using C#. It’s not a very programming intensive project. Most 

of the work will be focused on getting collision and movement physics that feel right for the game, 

though it is also important to ensure that all camera movement feels smooth and natural. 

 

Visual content: 
 

- Art will be 2D 

- Nice looking default arena artwork, preferably with a relatively simplistic look and feel. Must be 

easily tiled both horizontally and vertically. 

o Floor 

o Walls 

- Pickup artwork 

- Four different colored spheres for the players. Preferably with some kind of rolling animation. 

- Camera object 

- Title Screen and High Score Screen Artwork 

- If time permits: extra styles for level content (floor, walls, etc…). 

 

Audio content: 
 

- Main game-play music 

- Time permitting, title screen and end game music 

- Collision sound effect 

- Camera pickup sound effect 

- Player death sound effect 

- Rolling sound effect  

 

Game Units: 

 

Initially, the game will include 4-5 arenas, each designer will focus on their own arena, though they 

should remain in close communication to ensure a consistent feel between all of the arenas throughout 

the entirety of the game. 

 

  



 

Prototype Images 
 

This prototype was created as a proof of concept – primarily focused on finding comfortable, intuitive 

controls and good physics settings. The level shown is for testing purposes only, and is not intended to 

be an actual gameplay arena. 

 

 

 
In the center, we see the camera object. The colored spheres are players.  

 

 

 

 

 
The blue player has moved over and picked up the camera object. 

 

 



 

 

 
The camera now follows the blue sphere 

 

 

 

 

 
The yellow sphere rams into the blue sphere, knocking the blue sphere into a pile of cubes, and stealing 

control of the camera. 

 

 

 



 

 
The blue sphere has recovered, but the green sphere has exited the view, and is out for the rest of this 

match. 


